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Gaussian Processes with Equivalent Covariances and their Canonical Representations 
Masuyuki Hitsuda, Kumamoto University, Japan 
Let X1 and X2 be Gaussian processes with mean zero and covariances /'1 and 
/"2, respectively. Two covariances FI = F~(t, s) and F2 = F2(t, s), t, s c [0, 1], are said 
to be equivalent if there exist positive constants c~ and c2 such that 
ClF1 < F2< c2G (1) 
where the notation Fl ~ F2 means that F2 -F~ is non-negative definite. As is well- 
known, (1) holds if and only if 
H(F , )  = H(G) ,  (2) 
where H(F) means the Hilbert space with reproducing kernel P = P(t, s). 
As a special case, when F1 is a Brownian motion (El(t, s) = t ^  s), the canonical 
representation of X2 is discussed. Under an additional condition, X2 can be canoni- 
cally represented by the Brownian motion. 
Mutual Information and Capacity of Stationary Channels with Additive Noise 
Shunsuke Ihara, Kochi University, Japan 
We consider a continuous time stationary channel with additive noise which is 
presented by Y( t )=X( t )+Z( t ) ,  t~ ,  where X={X(t )} ,  Y={Y( t )}  and Z= 
{Z(t)} represent he channel input, the output and the noise, respectively, and Z 
is a stationary process independent of  X. 
If X is a stationary process, then the mutual information between the input 
{X(t);  0<~ t~ < T} and the output {Y(t);  0~ < t~ < T} can be expressed in the form 
AT+ B(T) with a constant A and a function B(T) which is given in terms of the 
conditional mutual informations between the 'past' and the 'future' given the 
'present" of  the output and the noise. It is also shown that the remainder term B(T)  
converges to a constant as T tends to infinity. 
Assume that the noise Z is Gaussian and W={W(t)} is another Gaussian 
stationary process. Then we can give a formula for the channel capacity per unit 
time under an average power constraint which is given in terms of the reproducing 
kernel Hilbert space norm of the process W. 
Conjugate Sets of Gaussian Random Fields on a Hilbert Space 
Kazuyuki Inoue, Shinshu University, Matsumoto, Japan 
Let X={X(x) ;x~ 12 } be a mean zero Gaussian random field (G.r.f.) with 
homogeneous and isotropic increments uch that the variance of  X(x) -X(y )  is 
given by r(lx-yl), where 12 is the Hilbert space defined by 12= 
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{x = (x,) ,~l;  Z,°°= 1x 2 <oo, x, E R (n >/1)} and the structure function r(t) is assumed 
to be continuous and not identically zero on [0, oo). We denote by Rx(x,  y]~)  the 
conditional covariance function of X relative to ~ ~ 12 (~ ~ 0): 
R~(x ,  y l ~)  = EE(X(x )  - ~(xl ~)) (X(y )  - tz(yl ~))], 
where /~(x] ~) denotes the conditional expectation of X(x)  conditioned by 
{X(z); z e ~}. After P. L6vy, we shall introduce the maximal conjugate set 
~x(x[~)={Y•12;Rx(x ,  Y l~)=0} of x relative to ~. We set a ,k= 
~/n/ (n- -1){ek+l -1 /n~j~=l  ej+l} and ~'n={ank}l<k<n (n~>2), where {e,},>~l is the 
canonical orthonormal basis of 12. An inversion T on 12 with center z • 12 and radius 
t > 0 will be defined as follows: Tx = t2[x - z l -2 (x -  z) + z (x ~ z) and Tz = z. 
Theorem. Let X be a G.r.f  on I ~ with structure function r( t). Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) r ( t )=Ct  ~(C>O,O<a<~2) ;  
(ii) ~x(  Te l lT~, )= T~x(e~[ ~,) for any n >>-2 and any similar transformation T
on 12; and 
(iii) ~x ( Tell T~,)  = To% x (el I ~)  for any n >12 and any inversion T on 12 with center 
contained in ~.  
Generalized Functional of a Class of Additive Processes 
Yoshifusa Ito, Nagoya University College of Medical Technology, Japan 
Let /x be a measure on 5 a', the dual space of the Schwartz space ow, whose 
characteristic functional is 
[ "a°~:ll2 k-~ mk(e°k'e(U)- l )du],  C(s c) =exp ~ k=, 
where a l , . . . ,  an are rationally independent reals. Denote by P a stochastic process 
associated with /z. The °//-transform of a functional ~ of/5 is defined by using the 
J--transform of Hida and Ikeda: 
(°//4~)(~) = C(¢)- '(g-~)(~:) = C(~) i f e,<X,e>,b(x ) d/x(x). 
The renormalization :+(P): of a functional ~b(P) is defined as the inverse 0-t/- K 
transform of 4~(aoZi£+Y~k=l akmkeak'¢). The renormalizations of monomials in K 
(/5, rlj)--~k= 1akmk ~ r b dr, r b ~ 5 e, play an essential role in this theory as Hermite 
polynomial functionals in the theory of Brownian functionals. 
Choosing an appropriate subspace (L2) ÷ of (L 2) = L2(b °', tx), the space (L 2) of 
generalized functionals of P is defined as the dual space of (L2) ÷. Although the 
limits of polynomials and exponentials in (P, ~b)'s stay neither in (L 2) nor in (L 2) 
as ~j shrinks to 6tj, those of their renormalizations stay in (L2) -. 
